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The Definitive Guide to the 2017 National Electrical Code Completely revised to fully align with the 2017 NEC, McGrawHill’s National Electrical Code (NEC) 2017 Handbook, 29th Edition, presents the trusted advice and analysis you need to
accurately interpret the latest set of rules. In-depth coverage of the background and rationale for specific rules enhances
understanding of the meaning and application of those rules. This practical resource also illustrates key points through
discussions with owners and inspectors. Designed to be used as a companion guide to the 2017 NEC itself, this on-thejob reference is arranged in code order, so the explanation for any topic lines up exactly with the applicable section in the
code. You will gain access to straightforward, ready-to-apply code clarification, enabling you to work efficiently and safely
and achieve full compliance. • Completely updated to cover all changes in the 2017 NEC • Provides concise
explanations of controversial rules • Written by a senior member of the NEC steering committee
NFPA 70 National Electrical Code (NEC) sets the foundation for electrical safety in residential, commercial, and industrial
occupancies. The 2017 edition of this trusted Code presents the latest comprehensive regulations for electrical wiring,
overcurrent protection, grounding, and installation of equipment.
This comprehensive code comprises all building, plumbing, mechanical, fuel gas and electrical requirements for one- and
two-family dwellings and townhouses up to three stories. The IRC contains many important changes such as: An updated
seismic map reflects the most conservative Seismic Design Category (SDC) based on any soil type and a new map
reflects less conservative SDCs when Site Class A, B or D is applicable. The townhouse separation provisions now
include options for using two separate fire-resistant-rated walls or a common wall. An emergency escape and rescue
opening is no longer required in basement sleeping rooms where the dwelling has an automatic fire sprinkler system and
the basement has a second means of egress or an emergency escape opening. The exemption for interconnection of
smoke alarms in existing areas has been deleted. New girder/header tables have been revised to incorporate the use of
#2 Southern Pine in lieu of #1 Southern Pine. New tables address alternative wood stud heights and the required number
of full height studs in high wind areas.
Translate the complex requirements of the 2017 National Electrical Code into simple, practical guidelines for residential
electrical installation with this thorough, user-friendly resource. Ideal for homeowners and experienced electricians alike,
DEWALT ELECTRICAL CODE REFERENCE: BASED ON THE NEC 2017, Fourth Edition, examines all aspects of
residential wiring, from initial rough-in to final trim-out. The author explores each room of the house in detail, covering
receptacle placement, smoke detector installation, stairwells, and crawl spaces, as well as key topics such as grounding
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and bonding requirements, HVAC circuits, GFCI and AFCI requirements, and voltage drop calculations. To help readers
master even complex concepts readily, the text includes worksheets to simplify advanced load calculations,
straightforward diagrams for wiring devices, and code references highlighting critical NEC 2017 requirements. This highly
practical, up-to-date reference is a must-have resource for anyone undertaking residential electrical work today.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
The NABCEP PV Installation Professional (PVIP) Exam is the gold standard certification exam for PV professionals and
is famously difficult to pass. As the industry grows and jobs have become more specialized, the Board has responded to
this with NABCEP Specialist Certification Exams. As well as the content of the PVIP, this book also covers the material in
the Design, Installer and Commissioning & Maintenance Specialist Certification Exams, and provides test-taking strategy
that can be used to most effectively study for and pass these assessments. Code and theory is explained in the first half
of this guide, acting as a useful background for the second half, which consists of practice exam questions and answers,
complete with detailed explanations. It also contains essential strategy tools, short-term memory tips and recommended
reading which will be invaluable for anyone studying for the exams. The material covered in this book is not limited to
those taking the test, but will also act as a valuable tool for career progression, helping the reader to work safely with
code-compliant PV systems. This second edition has been fully revised and updated to reflect the new developments in
solar and energy storage systems and new technologies.
National Electrical Code 2017Cengage Learning
In this unique quick-reference guide, a single, 6-page laminated card, you get all the Significant Changes to the National Electrical
Code (NEC) that you need to know based on the current 2017 NEC .Special sections:Code Wide Changes and
Labeling/MarkingGFCIBranch CircuitsGrounding & BondingReceptaclesHealth Care FacilitiesSolar/Photovoltaics (PV)Emergency
Systems
Achieve full 2017 NESC® compliance with this hands-on guide McGraw-Hill’s National Electrical Safety Code® (NESC®) 2017
Handbook thoroughly explains how to apply and meet the NESC® rules for electric supply stations and equipment, as well as
overhead and underground electric supply and communications lines. Designed to be used alongside the Code itself, this
comprehensive resource has been fully updated to reflect the record number of change proposals for the 2017 NESC®. Focusing
on practical application of the 2017 Code, this Handbook delivers a rule-by-rule annotation of the NESC® that clarifies potentially
confusing Code text and allows you to perform your work safely and confidently. Hundreds of diagrams, photos, and practical
examples make this the most complete and useful handbook available on the topic. COVERAGE INCLUDES: • General Sections
Application * Definitions * Grounding Methods • Safety Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of Electric Supply Stations and
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Equipment • Safety Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of Overhead Electric Supply and Communication Lines • Safety
Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of Underground Electric Supply and Communication Lines • Work Rules for the
Operation of Electric Supply and Communication Lines and Equipment
Be the first to learn the most essential changes to the 2017 NEC®. Written by industry experts who sit on the NEC® code-making
panels, this comprehensive book is a must-have resource you will reference throughout the years. This edition covers 255
reported changes. Five new articles include: Energy Storage Systems, Article 706; Large-Scale PV Electric Power Production,
Article 691; Stand-Alone Systems, Article 710; Direct-Current Microgrids, Article 712; and Fixed Industrial Process Heating, Article
425. Five improvements to the NEC® include Single-Phase Dwelling Services & Feeders, 310.15(B)(7); GFCI Protection for NonDwelling Units, 210.8(B); Reconditioned Equipment, ID & Traceability, 110.21(A)(2); Short-Circuit Current Documentation, 9
locations throughout; and Limited Access Working Space Requirement, 110.26(A)(4).

Used throughout the United States and many other countries, the National Electrical Code (NEC) is the world’s most
detailed set of electrical codes pertaining to photovoltaic (PV) systems. PV and the NEC presents a straightforward
explanation of the NEC in everyday language. This new edition is based on the 2020 NEC, which will be used widely until
2026, with most of the interpretations and material staying true long after. This book interprets the distinct differences
between previous versions of the NEC and the 2020 NEC and clarifies how these code changes relate specifically to PV
installations. Written by two of the leading authorities and educators in the field, this book will be a vital resource for solar
professionals, as well as anyone preparing for a solar certification exam.
The 2020 National Electrical Code covers the most current standards and topics such as: renewable energy and energy
storage.
You want fast, easy access to information--but without sacrificing thorough coverage of essential content. The DEWALT
ELECTRICAL PROFESSIONAL REFERENCE - 2017 NEC, combines the best of both worlds in a convenient, pocketsized format. The book covers knowledge and skills you need to succeed as an electrical professional, from motors,
transformers, and grounding, to voltage drops, fastener charts, and tools. Far more than a classroom text, this
comprehensive guide is packed with hundreds of pages of reference materials, making it a vital resource containing
everything you will need for career success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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